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Siemens Sitraffic sX
In the first sight object that does not attract attention.
Inside powerful hardware coupled with innovative 
"traffic management software" in your city.

Daily Traffic Plan
Contains a daily traffic management plan that is developed 
for traffic at any time of day.
The program is automatically changing to achieve the best results 
without external service, thus providing maximum comfort 
to all users.

Discover new traffic control options
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Siemens Sitraffic sX
In the first sight object that does not attract attention.
Inside powerful hardware coupled with innovative 
"traffic management software" in your city.

Daily Traffic Plan
Contains a daily traffic management plan that is developed 
for traffic at any time of day.
The program is automatically changing to achieve the best results 
without external service, thus providing maximum comfort 
to all users.

Discover new traffic control options
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Pedestrians and Priority 
The intelligent traffic management system also thinks of other 
road users - pedestrians. When pedestrians send a signal 
at the intersection, the system automatically assigns a request 
to the current traffic plan to avoid disturbing the maximum 
traffic flow, but also to meet pedestrian crossing requests 
at the shortest possible time.

Editing the program
V případě potřeby je možné program pro řízení dopravy manuálně 
editovat dle individuálních potřeb, a to bez nutnosti fyzického 
kontaktu se zařízením. Nastavení lze provést z jakéhokoli zařízení 
připojenému k internetové síti nebo pomocí připojení k lokální WiFi 
integrované do samotného zařízení Sitraffic.



Daily Traffic Plan
Contains a daily traffic management plan that is developed 
for traffic at any time of day.
The program is automatically changing to achieve the best results 
without external service, thus providing maximum comfort 
to all users.

Pedestrians and Priority 
The intelligent traffic management system also thinks of other 
road users - pedestrians. When pedestrians send a signal 
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Pedestrians and Priority 
The intelligent traffic management system also thinks of other 
road users - pedestrians. When pedestrians send a signal 
at the intersection, the system automatically assigns a request 
to the current traffic plan to avoid disturbing the maximum 
traffic flow, but also to meet pedestrian crossing requests 
at the shortest possible time.

Editing the program
V případě potřeby je možné program pro řízení dopravy manuálně 
editovat dle individuálních potřeb, a to bez nutnosti fyzického 
kontaktu se zařízením. Nastavení lze provést z jakéhokoli zařízení 
připojenému k internetové síti nebo pomocí připojení k lokální WiFi 
integrované do samotného zařízení Sitraffic.

Safety Program 
The intelligent Sitraffic system is so sophisticated, in the case 
of bugs caused by manual editing of the program, it can 
search for and fix individual problems itself to ensure that 
traffic in your city is still safeand exactly the way you want it.

System Maintenance
You do not have to worry about running Sitraffic. Individual 
stations are able to identify a malfunction in the program or 
on any part of the device themselves, and automatically 
notify it to Service Center that can resolve individual issues 
remotely or send the service workers to affected unit,without 
disturbing the flow of traffic.
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Other connected devices
Up to sixteen signaling devices, including pedestrian 
signaling, can be included in the basic Sitraffic device variant. 
It can include thirty-two conected devices in the extended 
version. In this way, you can be sure that Sitraffic's intelligent 
traffic management system can ensure smooth traffic even 
to thosethe busiest places in your city.

Other connected devices
Up to sixteen signaling devices, including pedestrian 
signaling, can be included in the basic Sitraffic device variant. 
It can include thirty-two conected devices in the extended 
version. In this way, you can be sure that Sitraffic's intelligent 
traffic management system can ensure smooth traffic even 
to thosethe busiest places in your city.

Sicore Cameras
An intelligent system can be even more effective,
if other devices such as SiCore traffic cameras are used to 
monitor traffic. With information from connected SiCore 
cameras, Sitraffic responds to the current transport situation 
and adapts the program to the situation.

Inductive Sensors
For even better traffic monitoring, Sitraffic uses connected 
sensors located directly at the junction. They record various 
traffic data to help optimize the traffic management program. 
Based on statistics from these sensor's data Sitraffic can 
optimize its daily program to ensure smooth traffic 
at any time without the need for service.

Learn more about traffic camera Sicore
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Universal chassi
The universal Sitraffic sX body allows the installation and 
replacement of the internal components without changing 
the chassis itself. The interior is protected from external 
influences and provides reliable security.

Explore Sitraffic sX
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Inductive Sensors
For even better traffic monitoring, Sitraffic uses connected 
sensors located directly at the junction. They record various 
traffic data to help optimize the traffic management program. 
Based on statistics from these sensor's data Sitraffic can 
optimize its daily program to ensure smooth traffic 
at any time without the need for service.

Technology of Tomorrow
Click on the component to see its specifications

Back to chassi
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Big Transformer
The 40V DIMM transformer provides power for the CDBx 
backplane and LED switch

Back to chassi
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